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1. Introduction

Three-way automotive catalytic converters (TWCs) employ a well established technology for abatement of NOx, CO and hydrocarbon emissions, based variously on the catalytic properties of Pt, Pd and Rh: the latter is especially effective for NO dissociation and is therefore the key component responsible for NOx reduction [1–4]. However, TWC systems require use of (scarce) Rh, emit low but significant N$_2$O emission and are not well suited to recycling because they contain more than one noble metal. Accordingly, considerable effort has focused on enhancing the de-NOx catalytic performance of monometallic Pt and Pd systems. We have recently shown that significant improvements can be achieved by use of electropositive promoters (alkalis or alkaline earths) which strongly enhance activity and selectivity in regard to CO [5] and hydrocarbon oxidation [6,7]; NOx reduction by CO [8–10] or hydrocarbons [9–16] both in the absence [12–16] and presence of oxygen [9–11]. Other workers have made similar progress [e.g. 17–20]. Potential practical significance is the development of novel formulations for catalytic converters in which only one Pt group metal need be used, yielding the advantages mentioned above.

A theoretical explanation [21] of the electronic mode of action of electropositive promoters in these catalytic systems is available [5–16] which consistently accounts for all the experimental observations. Such promoters induce strengthening of the chemisorptive bonds of electron-accepting adsorbates (e.g., CO, NO, O$_2$ and their dissociation products) promoting their adsorption; correspondingly the chemisorptive bonds of electron donating adsorbates are weakened (e.g., hydrocarbons and their dissociative chemisorption fragments) inhibiting their adsorption. Thus in the case of NO adsorption, alkali-induced enhancement of the metal–NO chemisorption bond is accompanied by weakening of the N–O bond, favouring dissociative chemisorption, thus enhancing the rate of NO reduction. In this connection, we have recently reported in situ DRIFTS studies [22] of the interaction of NO with Na-modified Pt(Na)/$\gamma$-Al$_2$O$_3$ catalysts: Na promotion resulted in pronounced and progressive red shifts of the N–O
stretches the frequency associated with molecular NO adsorbed on the Pt component of the catalyst.

In the present paper we expand our in situ DRIFTS studies to more complex and interesting systems investigated under realistic conditions—simulated automotive exhaust at the stoichiometric point, i.e. TWC conditions. The effects of support-mediated promotion (modification of Al₂O₃ with CeO₂ and La₂O₃) and of promotion of the Pt component by Na were investigated. Direct spectroscopic evidences are pursued for the way of action of these support-mediated and surface-induced promotional phenomena on the TWC catalytic intermediates, where a large number of reactants and reaction conditions are simultaneously compete and interact on catalytic active sites.

2. Experimental methods

2.1. Materials

Table 1 summarizes the composition of the samples studied. These include Pt-free reference materials, a reference Pt/γ-Al₂O₃ (designated Pt/Al), a Pt/γ-Al₂O₃–CeO₂–La₂O₃ catalyst (designated Pt/(Ce–La)), a sodium-promoted Pt/(Na)/γ-Al₂O₃ catalyst (designated Pt/(Na)/Al), and a doubly-promoted Pt/(Na)/γ-Al₂O₃–CeO₂–La₂O₃ catalyst (designated Pt/(Na)/Al–(Ce–La)). These materials were prepared as follows: bare γ-Al₂O₃ (Aldrich, 155 m²/g) or 6 wt.% CeO₂ and 2 wt.% La₂O₃ enriched γ-Al₂O₃ supports, were impregnated in aqueous solution of dinitrodiamine–Pt and NaNO₃ containing appropriate Pt and Na concentrations so as to yield 0.5 wt.% Pt and 10 wt.% Na loadings (in the latter cases, the support material was prepared by intermixing rare oxides powders, particle size <5 μm, with the alumina). The resulting suspensions were dried at 110 °C overnight and then calcined at 600 °C for 2 h.

Catalytic performance was evaluated under simulated exhaust conditions at the stoichiometric point (0.1% NO + 0.1067% C₃H₆ + 0.7% CO + 0.78% O₂, balance He at 1 bar) and a total GHSV of 50,500 h⁻¹ (corresponding to an overall flow rate of 208 mL h⁻¹) in a tubular quartz continuous flow reactor (24 mm i.d.), after deposition of the catalytic material as a washcoat on cylindrical cordierite honeycomb monoliths (24 mm i.d.), after deposition of the catalytic material as a washcoat on cylindrical cordierite honeycomb monoliths (240 cells/in² and ~4 cm³ volume). After washcoat deposition, the following procedure was repeated until the washcoat amounted to 20 ± 0.5 wt.% of the total monolith weight, namely 2 ± 0.1 g; immersion of the monoliths in the appropriate stirred slurry of the catalytic material followed by drying at 110 °C for 2 h and then at 600 °C for 2 h. Product analysis was by means of on-line gas chromatography (Shimatzu-14B) for CO, CO₂, C₂H₄, N₂ and NO and continuous on-line chemiluminescence NOX-analysis (Thermo Environmental Instruments 42C) for NO and NO₂. In order to ensure stability, the monoliths were run under reaction conditions for 24 h at 700 °C and then at 550 °C for 5 days before acquisition of catalytic performance data.

2.2. In situ DRIFTS studies

Diffuse reflectance IR spectra were collected using an Excalibur FTS 3000 spectrometer, equipped with a MCT detector cooled by liquid nitrogen in conjunction with a Specac Environmental Chamber DRIFT cell that allowed in situ sample treatment. Spectra were obtained with resolution of 2 cm⁻¹ with accumulation of 64 scans. During these measurements the external optics were purged with CO₂-free dry air generated from an air purifier system (Clain Italy, CO₂-PUR model). Catalyst samples (~80 mg) in powder form were carefully flattened in order to maximize the intensity of the reflected IR beam.

The sample chamber was supplied at 1 bar pressure by the appropriate gas mixtures delivered via a gas-mixing unit. Mixture composition was controlled by mass flow controllers (MKS type 247) connected to compressed gas cylinders containing 7.83% NO in He; 10% C₃H₆ in He; 10% CO in He; 20.7% O₂ in He; 100% H₂ and ultrapure He (Air Liquide certified gases). The total flow rate was maintained at 80 cm³/min and before to each experiment the catalyst was pre-treated as follows:

(i) Oxidation at 400 °C with 20.7% O₂/He flow for 30 min.
(ii) Purging with He flow at 400 °C for 30 min.
(iii) Reduction at 400 °C with 20% H₂/He flow for 1 h.
(iv) Purging with He flow at 400 °C for 30 min.
(v) Background spectra acquisition under He flow at the desired temperatures.

Two types of DRIFT experiments were performed:

(i) Steady-state experiments at constant feed composition corresponding to simulated automotive exhaust conditions at the stoichiometric point (0.1% NO + 0.1067% C₃H₆ + 0.7% CO + 0.78% O₂). The system was allowed to stabilize for 30 min in order to attain steady-state band intensities, spectra being recorded as a function of temperature at the interval of 200–450 °C.
(ii) Transient experiments involving (a) exposure of the catalysts to a flux of 0.1% NO + 0.78% O₂ for 1 h at 200 °C followed by (b) a mixture of 0.1067% C₂H₄ + 0.7% CO. Change in band intensities as a function of time and temperature (200–450 °C) were recorded.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Catalytic performance of Pt/Al, Pt(Na)/Al, Pt/Al–(Ce–La) and Pt/(Na)/Al–(Ce–La) under simulated automotive exhaust conditions

Fig. 1 shows the steady state performance of the catalysts at a constant temperature of 350 °C under simulated exhaust conditions with respect to CO, C₂H₆ and NO conversion; selectivity towards to N₂ is also shown. Table 2 summarizes catalyst performance in terms of T₅₀ (ignition temperature), T₅₀₀ (temperature for 50% conversion, i.e., light-off temperature) and T₁₀₀₀ (temperature for 100% conversion) for C₂H₆, CO and NO. The corresponding N₂ selectivities are also given. It is clear from these results that both support-mediated promotion alone (by ceria-lanthana) and sodium promotion alone significantly improve all aspects of performance, and to a similar degree, relative to the unpromoted system. Interestingly, the best performance of all is shown by the doubly-promoted catalyst Pt/(Na)/Al–(Ce–La).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst code</th>
<th>Catalysts constitution [wt.%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al–(Ce–La)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na/Al</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na/Al–(Ce–La)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt/Al</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt/Al–(Ce–La)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt/(Na)/Al</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt/(Na)/Al–(Ce–La)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. Steady-state in situ DRIFTS experiments under simulated automotive exhaust conditions

Fig. 2 depicts IR spectra of adsorbed species present on the surface of the unpromoted Pt/Al₂O₃ catalyst under simulated automotive exhaust conditions at temperatures in the interval of 200–450 °C. Two prominent groups of bands were apparent over the whole temperature range: one at 1650–1100 cm⁻¹ and another at the 2300–1800 cm⁻¹ region. The former may be attributed to carbonate, carboxylate and nitroxy species on the Al₂O₃ support. The 2300–1800 cm⁻¹ region is most likely associated with adsorbed species on Pt sites and/or with adsorbed species the formation of which require the existence of both active metal and the supporting material (i.e., initially formed on the metal sites and then migrated to the support). These assignments are validated by comparison with analogous data obtained with bare Al₂O₃ (Fig. 3).

The principal bands observed and the corresponding assignments are summarized in Table 3. In particular, with Pt/Al₂O₃ at 200 °C (Fig. 2) two strong bands are observed at 2300–1800 cm⁻¹. The weak band at 2060 cm⁻¹ is characteristic of linearly adsorbed CO on reduced Pt sites, whereas the high intensity band at 2113 cm⁻¹ is attributed to CO adsorbed on partially positively charged Pt sites (Pt⁺⁺) [23–28]. This indicates that under the prevailing conditions the Pt component is mainly in its oxidized form. Similar bands at 2121 and 2067 cm⁻¹ observed by Alexeev et al. [27] in a DRIFT study of the CO + O₂ coadsorption over Pt/Al₂O₃ were correspondingly assigned. At elevated temperatures (>200 °C), they found that only the band at 2121 cm⁻¹ survived, which they therefore ascribed to relatively unreactive CO species adsorbed at Pt⁺⁺ sites [27].

Assignment of the low frequency bands is more complicated as a number species (carboxylates, carbonates, and nitroxy) with overlapping spectra could be present under the prevailing conditions. However, literature data and additional results we obtained for NO + O₂, CO + O₂ or C₃H₆ + O₂ adsorption on alumina based samples (not shown here) indicates the following assignments: bands at 1620, 1586, 1565 and 1544 cm⁻¹ observed at 200 °C (Fig. 2) are due to nitrates (bridging, bidentate, and monodentate) adsorbed on Al₂O₃; that at 1465 cm⁻¹ is attributed to n(N=O) of a linear nitrite while the bands at 1230 and 1316 are
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**Fig. 1.** Conversion and selectivity performance of indicated catalysts under simulated exhaust conditions at the stoichiometric point at 350 °C. Reaction conditions: 0.1% NO + 0.1067% C₃H₆ + 0.7% CO + 0.78% O₂, balance He at 1 bar and a total GHSV = 50,500 h⁻¹.
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**Fig. 2.** DRIFT spectra of Pt/Al catalyst at various temperatures under simulated exhaust conditions. FT-IR chamber feed: 0.1% NO + 0.1067% C₃H₆ + 0.7% CO + 0.78% O₂; total flow 80 cm³/min. Each spectrum has been taken 30 min after the desired temperature reached.
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**Fig. 3.** DRIFT spectra of bare Al₂O₃ at various temperatures under simulated exhaust conditions. FT-IR chamber feed: 0.1% NO + 0.1067% C₃H₆ + 0.7% CO + 0.78% O₂; total flow 80 cm³/min. Each spectrum has been taken 30 min after the desired temperature reached.
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**Table 2**

Catalysts’ performance in terms of Tₜ₀ (ignition temperature), Tₕ₅₀ (temperature for 50% conversion, i.e., light-off temperature) and Tₕ₇₀ (temperature for 100% conversion) for C₃H₆, CO and NO conversions under simulated exhaust conditions
assigned to bridging nitrite or chelating nitro species [22 and references therein]. For Pt/Al2O3 at 200 °C, we observed the same bands for NO + O2 adsorption, whereas CO (or C2H4) + O2 adsorption resulted in barely detectable features in the 1650–1150 cm⁻¹ region. These observations further support the above assignments to nitroxy species.

The temperature dependence of the DRIFT spectra is revealing. It is apparent from Fig. 2 that at 300 °C significant attenuation of the bands at 1230 and 1316 cm⁻¹ occurred, reflecting the high reactivity of the nitro/nitrite species. At the same time, weak bands appeared at 2148, 2232 and 2250 cm⁻¹ attributed to cyanide [23,29,30], and isocyanate (2232 and 2250 cm⁻¹) on two different types of Al³⁺ sites, respectively [23,30–34]. Above 350 °C the intensity of carbonyl bands (2113 and 2060 cm⁻¹) gradually decreased, whereas new bands at 2995, 2905, 1590, 1550, 1447, 1393 and 1373 cm⁻¹ appeared, their intensities progressively increasing with temperature. The features at 1590, 1393 and 1373 cm⁻¹ are in a good agreement with spectra obtained for formic acid adsorbed on Al2O3 [35] and thus are assigned to v(CO) (CO) and v(COO⁻) respectively, of formate ions on Al2O3 [23,24,32–36]. Equally, the bands at 1550 and 1447 cm⁻¹ can be attributed to v(CO) (CO) and v(COO⁻) stretches, respectively, of adsorbed acetate on Al2O3 [23,24,32–36]. The onset of these bands at 350 °C indicates that reactions involving C2H4 became significant at this temperature. The increased intensity of the carboxylate bands with temperature is consistent with the appearance of weak bands in the C–H region (2900–3000 cm⁻¹) that are due to adsorbed hydrocarbon fragments from propene or from alkyl groups associated with carboxylate species [23,24,33].

Fig. 4 shows corresponding IR spectra acquired under identical conditions with the Pt/Al–(Ce–La) catalyst, promoted by modifying the Al2O3 support with CeO2 and La2O3 (Table 1). In the low frequency region (1650–1150 cm⁻¹), where nitroxy species (1316 and 1230 cm⁻¹), formates (1591, 1393, and 1373 cm⁻¹) and acetates (1551 and 1447 cm⁻¹) appear, there are no significant differences between these spectra and those presented in Fig. 2. The only notable difference between the spectra in Fig. 4 (Pt/Al–Ce–La) and Fig. 2 (Pt/Al) is the appearance of carboxylate species at a lower temperature, i.e., ~300 °C for the promoted support rather than 350 °C. This may indicate that CeO2 and La2O3 incorporation promotes propene activation via the formation of carboxylates, which are thought to be reaction intermediates in propene oxidation [24,32].

In the high frequency region (2300–1800 cm⁻¹) the main difference between the Pt/Al–(Ce–La) (Fig. 4) and Pt/Al (Fig. 2) catalysts is in the intensity of the bands at 2060 and 2109 cm⁻¹, assigned to CO species adsorbed on reduced (Pt⁰) and positively charged (Pt³⁺) sites, respectively. Specifically, the CeO2–La2O3 modified Pt/γ-Al2O3 sample shows significant CO populations on both reduced (2060 cm⁻¹) and oxidized (2109 cm⁻¹) Pt sites, whereas for the un-promoted Pt/Al sample (Fig. 2) CO is mainly associated with Pt³⁺ (2109 cm⁻¹). This difference implies that incorporation of CeO2 and La2O3 into the γ-Al2O3 support significantly modifies the oxidation state of Pt. As Pt⁰ sites are considered to be more active [27,37] in TWC catalytic chemistry, this finding provides a basis for rationalizing not only our own results (Fig. 1) but also those obtained by others [28,38–40]. Thus Kotsifa et al. [39] showed that Pt crystallites supported on Al2O3 are partially oxidized following interaction with NO, whereas ZrO2 and CeO2 maintained the Pt in a more reduced state. In this

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface species</th>
<th>Peak position (cm⁻¹)</th>
<th>Infrared vibration</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chelating nitro or bridging nitrite</td>
<td>1316, 1230</td>
<td>ν2(N=O₂)</td>
<td>[22,32–36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrite ion (NO₂⁻)</td>
<td>1260</td>
<td>ν3(NO₂)</td>
<td>[22,32–36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear nitrite</td>
<td>1465</td>
<td>(N≡O)</td>
<td>[22,32–36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al2O3</td>
<td>1600–1530</td>
<td>(N≡O) or νas(NO₂)</td>
<td>[22,32–36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formates</td>
<td>1373</td>
<td>νs(COO⁻)</td>
<td>[23,24,32–36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1393</td>
<td>δ(CH)</td>
<td>[23,24,32–36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1590</td>
<td>νas(COO⁻)</td>
<td>[23,24,32–36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adsorbed hydrocarbon fragments</td>
<td>2905</td>
<td>–CH stretching</td>
<td>[23,24,33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2995</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetates</td>
<td>1447, 1550</td>
<td>ν(COO⁻)</td>
<td>[23,24,32–36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbonates</td>
<td>1600 and 1334</td>
<td>ν(CO)</td>
<td>[23–28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyanide (–CN)</td>
<td>2135–2150</td>
<td>(C≡N)</td>
<td>[23,29,30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isocyanates (–NCO) on support</td>
<td>2230–2250</td>
<td>ν(N=C≡O)</td>
<td>[23,30–34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isocyanates (–NCO) on metal</td>
<td>2173–2192</td>
<td>ν(N=C≡O)</td>
<td>[25,55,59–62]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. DRIFT spectra of Pt/Al–(Ce–La) catalyst at various temperatures under simulated exhaust conditions. FT-IR chamber feed: 0.1% NO + 0.1067% C2H6 + 0.7% CO + 0.78% O2; total flow 80 cm³/min. Each spectrum has been taken 30 min after the desired temperature reached.
connection, Riquetto et al. [28] investigated CO adsorption on Pt/Al₂O₃–CeO₂ and Pt/Al₂O₃ catalysts and suggested that the morphology and electronic state of Pt particles is strongly influenced by the presence of CeO₂. TPR, EPR and FTIR studies by Martínez-Arias et al. [40] indicated that the presence of CeO₂ in Pt/Al₂O₃ catalysts promotes Pt reduction. Finally, we note that single crystal studies of the Pt/ceria system provide clear evidence that submonolayer ceria coverage strongly promote CO oxidation [41].

Our results do not permit discrimination between (a) modification occurring at Pt sites in close contact with Al₂O₃ or (b) only at Pt for the support-mediated promotion and promotion of the Pt component possibilities: with Pt–rare earth oxide interactions, including the following modifications in oxidation state of Pt are principally related to Pt–rare earth oxide interactions, including the following possibilities:

(i) SMSI between Pt and CeO₂;
(ii) changes in morphology of Pt crystallites dispersed on CeO₂-modified Al₂O₃;
(iii) CeO₂ may provide highly reactive oxygen species at the metal-support interface;
(iv) interaction between Pt and CeO₂ enhances Pt reducibility, thus providing sites for CO activation.

All these possibilities seem plausible but we are unable to distinguish between them due to lack of relevant information because the presence of CeO₂ in the support of some samples vitiates metal dispersion measurements by conventional H₂ or CO chemisorption methods [42]. Our earlier work on Pt/Al and Pt(Na)/Al catalysts prepared by the same procedure showed dispersions higher than in spectrum E, confirming that rare earth oxides significantly vitiates metal dispersion measurements by conventional H₂ or CO chemisorption methods [42]. Our earlier work on Pt/Al and Pt(Na)/Al catalysts prepared by the same procedure showed dispersions much higher than in spectrum E, confirming that rare earth oxides significantly vitiates metal dispersion measurements by conventional H₂ or CO chemisorption methods [42]. Our earlier work on Pt/Al and Pt(Na)/Al catalysts prepared by the same procedure showed dispersions higher than in spectrum E, confirming that rare earth oxides significantly vitiates metal dispersion measurements by conventional H₂ or CO chemisorption methods [42]. Our earlier work on Pt/Al and Pt(Na)/Al catalysts prepared by the same procedure showed dispersions higher than in spectrum E, confirming that rare earth oxides significantly vitiates metal dispersion measurements by conventional H₂ or CO chemisorption methods [42].

For the doubly promoted catalyst (Fig. 5), interaction with simulated automotive exhaust gas (NO + O₂ + CO + C₂H₆) at 200 °C leads to the formation of significantly greater amounts of nitroxy species compared to the Na-free, Pt/Al (Fig. 2) and Pt/Al–(Ce–La) (Fig. 4) catalysts under identical conditions, as indicated by the appearance of the intense band at 1260 cm⁻¹, assigned to nitrite ion [22]. The broad bands centred at 1600 and 1334 cm⁻¹ (Fig. 5) are consistent with those observed during interaction of CO + O₂ with Pt(Na)/Al–(Ce–La) catalyst (data not shown here): it is therefore reasonable to assign these bands to carbonates [43–45], although, carboxylates and/or nitrates are also expected to contribute in these frequency region (Fig. 5). With increasing temperature the nitrite band at 1260 cm⁻¹ is progressively attenuated, whereas those at 1600 and 1334 cm⁻¹ increased in intensity, maximizing at 450 °C, at which point the nitrite band had almost disappeared (Fig. 5), reflecting the high reactivity of nitroxy species under reaction conditions.

(iii) In the 2300–1800 cm⁻¹ region, the Pt(Na)/Al–(Ce–La) catalyst (Fig. 5) is characterized by the absence of carbonyl species on Pt sites (2109 cm⁻¹) in contrast to the Pt/Al–(Ce–La) (Fig. 4) and especially the Pt/Al (Fig. 2) catalyst where these species are present.

(iii) In the 2300–1800 cm⁻¹ region, the Pt(Na)/Al–(Ce–La) catalyst (Fig. 5) is characterized by the absence of carbonyl species on Pt sites (2109 cm⁻¹) in contrast to the Pt/Al–(Ce–La) (Fig. 4) and especially the Pt/Al (Fig. 2) catalyst where these species are present.

(iv) The Pt(Na)/Al–(Ce–La) catalyst (Fig. 5) exhibits a very characteristic band at 2180 cm⁻¹ which is absent from the Pt/Al (Fig. 2) and Pt/Al–(Ce–La) (Fig. 4) spectra obtained under the same conditions. This is tentatively attributed to NCO species adsorbed on Pt sites (see below).

Our results do not permit discrimination between (a) modification occurring at Pt sites in close contact with Al₂O₃ or (b) only at Pt for the support-mediated promotion and promotion of the Pt component possibilities: with Pt–rare earth oxide interactions, including the following modifications in oxidation state of Pt are principally related to Pt–rare earth oxide interactions, including the following possibilities:

(i) SMSI between Pt and CeO₂;
(ii) changes in morphology of Pt crystallites dispersed on CeO₂-modified Al₂O₃;
(iii) CeO₂ may provide highly reactive oxygen species at the metal-support interface;
(iv) interaction between Pt and CeO₂ enhances Pt reducibility, thus providing sites for CO activation.

All these possibilities seem plausible but we are unable to distinguish between them due to lack of relevant information because the presence of CeO₂ in the support of some samples vitiates metal dispersion measurements by conventional H₂ or CO chemisorption methods [42]. Our earlier work on Pt/Al and Pt(Na)/Al catalysts prepared by the same procedure showed dispersions higher than in spectrum E, confirming that rare earth oxides significantly vitiates metal dispersion measurements by conventional H₂ or CO chemisorption methods [42]. Our earlier work on Pt/Al and Pt(Na)/Al catalysts prepared by the same procedure showed dispersions higher than in spectrum E, confirming that rare earth oxides significantly vitiates metal dispersion measurements by conventional H₂ or CO chemisorption methods [42]. Our earlier work on Pt/Al and Pt(Na)/Al catalysts prepared by the same procedure showed dispersions higher than in spectrum E, confirming that rare earth oxides significantly vitiates metal dispersion measurements by conventional H₂ or CO chemisorption methods [42].

For the doubly promoted catalyst (Fig. 5), interaction with simulated automotive exhaust gas (NO + O₂ + CO + C₂H₆) at 200 °C leads to the formation of significantly greater amounts of nitroxy species compared to the Na-free, Pt/Al (Fig. 2) and Pt/Al–(Ce–La) (Fig. 4) catalysts under identical conditions, as indicated by the appearance of the intense band at 1260 cm⁻¹, assigned to nitrite ion [22]. The broad bands centred at 1600 and 1334 cm⁻¹ (Fig. 5) are consistent with those observed during interaction of CO + O₂ with Pt(Na)/Al–(Ce–La) catalyst (data not shown here): it is therefore reasonable to assign these bands to carbonates [43–45], although, carboxylates and/or nitrates are also expected to contribute in these frequency region (Fig. 5). With increasing temperature the nitrite band at 1260 cm⁻¹ is progressively attenuated, whereas those at 1600 and 1334 cm⁻¹ increased in intensity, maximizing at 450 °C, at which point the nitrite band had almost disappeared (Fig. 5), reflecting the high reactivity of nitroxy species under reaction conditions.

(iii) In the 2300–1800 cm⁻¹ region, the Pt(Na)/Al–(Ce–La) catalyst (Fig. 5) is characterized by the absence of carbonyl species on Pt sites (2109 cm⁻¹) in contrast to the Pt/Al–(Ce–La) (Fig. 4) and especially the Pt/Al (Fig. 2) catalyst where these species are present.

(iv) The Pt(Na)/Al–(Ce–La) catalyst (Fig. 5) exhibits a very characteristic band at 2180 cm⁻¹ which is absent from the Pt/Al (Fig. 2) and Pt/Al–(Ce–La) (Fig. 4) spectra obtained under the same conditions. This is tentatively attributed to NCO species adsorbed on Pt sites (see below).

Points (iii) and (iv) are exemplified more clearly in Fig. 6 which depicts expanded scale spectra for the 2300–1800 cm⁻¹ region for all samples at 200 °C. The absence of bands in this region for all the Pt-free materials is very evident, namely: Al₂O₃, Na/Al₂O₃, Al₂O₃–CeO₂–La₂O₃, Na/Al₂O₃–CeO₂–La₂O₃ (spectra A, B, C and D, respectively). The Pt-containing samples show several bands in the 2300–1800 region; these are strongly dependent on the support material. Specifically, spectrum E (un-promoted Pt/Al catalyst) is dominated by a strong band at 2115 cm⁻¹, which is assigned to CO species on Pt sites (2115 cm⁻¹), and a very weak band at 2060 cm⁻¹ attributed to CO species adsorbed on reduced Pt sites (Pt(0)). Spectrum F (Pt/Al–(Ce–La) catalyst) shows bands at 2060 and 2115 cm⁻¹ whose intensities are, respectively, higher and lower than in spectrum E, confirming that rare earth oxides significantly alter the oxidation state of Pt.
frequency band at 2060 cm\(^{-1}\) may be associated with adsorption at step sites and the higher frequency band at 2078 cm\(^{-1}\) with adsorption on terraces sites [46,47]. Note also that bands at 2060, 2078 and 2180 cm\(^{-1}\) only appeared with samples that contained both Pt and Na (i.e. Pt(Na)/Al and Pt(Na)/Al–(Ce–La)). This is consistent with alkali-induced charge transfer [21,48], from the Pt Fermi level to the \(p^*\) antibonding orbital of CO and concomitant strengthening of the Pt–C bond resulting in Pt \(0–CO\) entities characterized by lower C–O frequencies (2080–2060 cm\(^{-1}\)) as opposed to Pt \(d^+–CO\) species (2110 cm\(^{-1}\)) as indeed observed (Fig. 6).

3.3. Transient DRIFT spectra response of the catalysts under switching from oxidizing to reducing conditions

To elucidate the role of the nitroxy species that formed in significant amounts only in the case of Na-promoted catalysts, we examined their reactivity towards reducing agents by following the transient response of IR spectra in the temperature interval 200–450 °C for both Na-free and Na-containing catalysts.

Fig. 7 shows spectra obtained with the doubly promoted Pt(Na)/Al–(Ce–La) catalyst after treatment in NO + O\(_2\) flow at 200 °C for 60 min, followed by switching to C\(_3\)H\(_6\) + CO flow and temperature increase up to 450 °C. It is clear that the NO + O\(_2\) treatment results in formation of significant amounts of nitroxy species, e.g. the intense band at 1260 cm\(^{-1}\), previously assigned to nitrite (Table 3). Switching to C\(_3\)H\(_6\) + CO flow resulted in significant spectral changes. Specifically, the intensity of the 1260 cm\(^{-1}\) band decreased progressively with increasing temperature (Fig. 7), reflecting the high reactivity of these species towards hydrocarbon and CO. At the same time, bands appeared at 2244 cm\(^{-1}\) (NCO adsorbed on support), 2192 cm\(^{-1}\) (NCO on Pt), 2130 cm\(^{-1}\) (CN), 2072 cm\(^{-1}\) (CO on Pt \(0\)) and also in the 1600–1200 cm\(^{-1}\) region (carbonates and carboxylates), the intensities of which increased with temperature. At 450 °C, the 1260 cm\(^{-1}\) band had almost disappeared while at the same time the NCO and carboxylate bands attained their maximum intensity.

The progressive shift of the CO band from 2072 cm\(^{-1}\) at 200 °C to 2052 cm\(^{-1}\) at 450 °C may result from one or more of the following: (i) decreased dipole–dipole coupling between CO chemisorbed molecules with decreasing coverage [25,28,49], (ii) progressive reduction of Pt sites by electron donating adsorbates (e.g. C\(_3\)H\(_6\)) with increasing temperature [23,49]; this would act to decrease the C–O bond order, thus lowering \(n_{CO}\).

Fig. 8 shows corresponding spectra for the Na-free Pt/Al which showed the lowest activity under simulated exhaust conditions (Fig. 1). In contrast to the Na-containing catalyst Pt(Na)/Al–(Ce–La) (Fig. 7), in this case interaction with NO + O\(_2\) leads to very limited formation of nitro/nitrite (1316 and 1230 cm\(^{-1}\)) and nitrite/nitrate...
species (1600–1450 cm$^{-1}$). Switching to C$_2$H$_4$ + CO flow resulted only in formation of adsorbed CO (2114 and 2051 cm$^{-1}$), no NCO bands being observed over the entire temperature range (Fig. 8), in marked contrast to the behaviour of the Na-dosed Pt(Pr)/Al(–Ce-La) catalyst (Fig. 7).

In summary, Figs. 7 and 8 show (i) nitroso species are formed in significant amounts only on Na-promoted catalysts and these are very active towards reducing agents [50]; (ii) the NCO band appears only for the Na-promoted samples, consistent with the results obtained under steady state reaction conditions (Fig. 5).

It is generally accepted [51–54] that formation of NCO is preceded by NO dissociation followed by interaction of N(ads) with CO(ads) (or CO(g)) on active metal centers. Accordingly, it has been argued [53,54] that the intensity of the NCO band may be used as an indication of the extent of NO dissociation on active metal sites.

In the light of these literature results and our observation that the ∼2180 cm$^{-1}$ band only ever appears with Na-modified Pt-containing catalysts (Figs. 5–7) which favour NO dissociation [22], we assign this band to Pt–NCO. It seems clear that the simultaneous presence of both Pt and Na is a necessary and sufficient condition for its formation. This does not preclude the possibility of subsequent NCO migration from Pt sites to other adsorption sites (e.g. Al and Na) where they give rise to bands in the expanded frequency region ∼2270–2160 cm$^{-1}$ [58]. This seems a reasonable conclusion, given that the 2250–2160 cm$^{-1}$ species (Fig. 6) were only ever detected when NO and CO or C$_2$H$_4$ were both present in the reaction gas. Moreover, in earlier studies of NCO formation on platinum single crystal or thin film surfaces [60,62] the band at ∼2180 cm$^{-1}$ was assigned to Pt–NCO.

A noteworthy feature is the temperature dependence of the 2192 and 2072 cm$^{-1}$ bands (Fig. 7, 200 °C). As the temperature was increased stepwise from 200 to 450 °C, both bands underwent a progressive red shift of 7 cm$^{-1}$/100 °C. Given that the band initially at 2072 cm$^{-1}$ may be confidently assigned to Pt–CO species, the correlated behaviour of the band initially at 2192 cm$^{-1}$ strongly suggests that this latter band is due to NCO species, also adsorbed on Pt sites. This observation of a simultaneous red shift for both carbonyl and isocyanate species appears to be unprecedented and supports the proposed assignments.

We conclude by considering our results for adsorbed NCO in the light of earlier reports. We argue that Na promotion electronically enhances dissociative adsorption of NO by charge donation into the π* orbital [22] thus favouring subsequent formation of NCO at Pt sites. Moreover, Davydov [55] proposed that stabilization of adsorbed NCO species at 2200–2100 cm$^{-1}$ can be due to increased electron density in the NCO antibonding orbitals which is in line with our proposal that NCO stabilization occurs at electron enriched Pt sites which are also the source of NO dissociation. In good agreement with this view, Novák and Solyomos [51] found that pre-adsorbed potassium on Rh/SiO$_2$ catalysts increased the formation of the Rh–NCO species (at 2180 cm$^{-1}$) during the NO + CO reaction. Finally, Ukisu et al. [52,56,57] reported that Cs increased the efficiency of Cu/Al$_2$O$_3$ catalysts towards NO reduction, an effect they attributed to enhanced isocyanate formation and its subsequent reaction with NO. Thus a consistent picture for alkali promotion of NO reduction under TWC conditions emerges. There are two electronically driven effects—enhanced dissociation of NO which leads to greater NCO formation and (ii) activation of this NCO towards subsequent reaction with NO.

In passing we note that alkali promotion by conventional means has often been compared with alkali promotion via the NEMCA effect, for example Refs. [63,64], and consideration given to the roles of alkali cations and the counter-ions that are necessarily present at the catalyst surface [65]. The implications of this work are that conventional chemical promotion by alkalis and NEMCA promotion by alkalis operate in essentially the same way.

4. Conclusions

(i) With Pt/Al$_2$O$_3$ catalysts under TWC conditions, formates and acetates are the principal species present on the support, with carbonyls adsorbed at Pt$^{0+}$ sites.

(ii) Incorporation of rare earth oxides (CeO$_2$ and La$_2$O$_3$) into the Al$_2$O$_3$ support significantly alters the oxidation state of the platinum to Pt$^{0}$, with beneficial effects on the activity and selectivity of the catalyst.

(iii) Na-addition leads to even more effective electronic promotion of the Pt component with extensive carbonyl adsorption at electron-rich (fully reduced) Pt sites. Isocyanates are also formed on the platinum and appear to behave as very active reaction intermediates. Isocyanate formation is consistent with electron enrichment of Pt sites by the electropositive sodium promoter which also causes enhanced NO dissociation at such sites.

(iv) Pt$^{0}$–CO and Pt$^{0}$–NCO, both induced by sodium, are thought to be responsible for the very high activity and selectivity of the Na-promoted catalysts towards TWCs reactions.
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